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• Freight Plan Overview
• Freight Interview Findings and Freight Trends
• Primary Highway Freight System (PHFS) Overview and Redesignation
• Priority Freight Corridors
• Draft Freight Action Strategies
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LRTP/FP Planning Process Update
Data Collection & Analysis Phase (January 2021 – Today)
o Transportation Assessment Technical Memorandum #1 (COMPLETE)
o Freight Assessment Technical Memorandum #2 (COMPLETE)
o Financial Analysis Technical Memorandum #3 (update in-progress)

Strategic Direction Phase
o Vision, Goals, and Performance Measures Technical Memorandum #4 (October/November 2021)
o Scenario Planning Technical Memorandum #5 (January/February 2022)
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Freight Plan Overview

Data Collection Stakeholder 
Engagement

Strategic 
Freight Actions 
and Corridors

Scenario 
Planning and 

Network 
Evaluations

Action Plan 
and FIP
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Freight Interview 
Findings and Trends
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• Age of infrastructure
• Infrastructure/fleet capacity and modernization
• Broadband connectivity and bandwidth
• Data collection, connectivity, storage, and reporting
• Funding constraints

• Maintenance budgets and levels of service
• First- and last-mile connections and critical road connections
• Rural communities
• Workforce impacts
• Non-federal match for grant funding

Key Freight Issues and Challenges Facing Alaska
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• Importance of Modal Facilities (Port of 
Alaska, AIAS, Rural Airports etc.)

• Physical Barriers to Operations, Efficiency, 
Expansion or Improvement

• Highway Safety, Capacity, and Operations
• Separation between Freight and Other 

Modes

Key Freight Issues and Challenges Facing Alaska
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• Bring Public and Private Agencies Together to Establish One Vision
• Haul Road Safety Meeting and MPO Quarterly Meetings
• DOT&PF Internal Communication
• Collaboration Between Modes of Freight Transportation
• Identification of Statewide Data Needs and Gaps
• Engagement of Rural Communities
• Explore Potential Public Private Partnerships
• Public Education on Freight Issues

Collaboration Opportunities for Freight Transportation 
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• Resiliency over Redundancy
• Funding for Maintenance and Operations
• Emerging Technologies and Future Advancements by Private Companies
• COVID-19 Pandemic Impacts on Commercial and Passenger Traffic Flows
• Sustainability
• Workforce and Succession Planning
• Traffic Demand Management Strategies
• Establishing Funding Strategies Beyond Federal Reauthorization

Trends/Forecasts for Freight Planning Consideration
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Freight Trends
• E-commerce Growth
• Intermodal Connectivity
• New Technologies
• Data Availability and Broadband Services
• Infrastructure – Age, Capacity, Modernization
• Funding – Availability, Maintenance, Networks
• Workforce
• Resiliency
• Trade Agreements



PHFS Redesignation: Opportunities for Alaska
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What’s at Stake?
• FHWA recently announced the opportunity to designate an additional 

1,200 miles on the Primary Highway Freight Network (PHFN) through a 
nationwide evaluation.
• States required to offer input on designations by October 25th

• Dalton Highway might be considered for designation
• Alaska’s current NHFP Apportionment: $19 million
• Designation of CUFC/CRFC Mileage

By designating mileage on each of these National Highway Freight Network subsystems, Alaska 
can allocate its National Highway Freight Program funds to additional roadway segments on the 
system.
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What is the PHFS?

PHFS
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Discussion PHFS
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What are Critical Urban and Rural Freight Corridors?

CUFCsCRFCs
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Existing Critical Urban and Rural Freight Corridors

Route Name Start Point End Point Length 
(miles)

Critical Urban Freight Corridors – Fairbanks Urbanized Area
Van Horn Road University Avenue S South Cushman Street 3.9
South Cushman Street Richardson Highway Van Horn Road 0.5
Steese Highway Johansen Expressway Hagelbarger Avenue 4.4
Old Richardson Highway Richardson Highway (MP 351) Petro Star Refinery 2.9
Peger Road Johansen Expressway Tria Road 3.1
Critical Rural Freight Corridors
Dalton Highway (MP 0-235) Elliott Highway Chandalar (MP 235) 235

Discussion



Priority Freight Corridors
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What are Priority Freight Corridors?
• Priority Freight Corridors place emphasis on highway freight infrastructure that is essential in 

supporting the state’s economy and importing essential consumer goods

• Statewide Multimodal Freight Network (2016)
• Dynamic planning and programming tool – allows for additions and revisions
• Alaska Moves 2050 process is prime opportunity to update the network to include or revise 

corridors important to freight both now and, in the future

• Corridors identified in statewide freight plans assist in eligibility for federal freight funding

• Designating priority corridors can help DOT&PF prioritize statewide freight needs as well as its 
limited funding resources to address those needs
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Previously Identified Priority 
Freight Corridors

Highways

Alaska Railroad

Trans-Alaska Pipeline System

Alaska Marine Highway

Seaports

Airports
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Previously Identified Priority Freight Corridors
FAST Planning Freight Mobility Plan (2019)

• Richardson Highway
• Steese Highway
• Van Horn Road
• Peger Road
• Airport Way
• Geist Road
• Old Richardson Highway
• Johansen Expressway
• Parks Highway
• Mitchell Expressway
• South Cushman Street
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Previously Identified Priority 
Freight Corridors
AMATS Freight Mobility Plan (2019)*

• Glenn Highway
• Seward Highway
• Minnesota Drive
• International Airport Road
• Tudor Road
• Spenard Road
• Industrial Street
• Postmark Drive
• C Street

• Northern Lights Boulevard
• Reeve Boulevard
• Post Road
• Whitney Road
• Raspberry Road
• Jewel Lake Road
• Ocean Dock Road

*Includes Major Freight Oriented Roadways and Port of Alaska 
(Anchorage)/TSAIA Truck Access
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Freight Corridors For Consideration

Alaska Moves 2050: Stakeholder Interviews and Freight Assessment Memo (2021)

• Palmer-Wasilla Highway, Wasilla
• Egan Drive/S Franklin Street, Juneau
• Douglas Highway, Juneau
• South Tongass Highway, Ketchikan
• Elliott Highway (Near Tatalina)
• Regional Airports Missing?



Freight Action Strategies
24
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Economic Vitality (1 of 2)
• Continue to participate in U.S. Army Corps of Engineers ports planning and federal efforts to monitor 

and plan for increased Arctic maritime traffic and the transportation infrastructure needs that it 
may generate for Alaska. 

• Support and facilitate Alaska’s continued economic development and growth by providing access 
to new resource development areas, new intermodal infrastructure, and other major freight generating 
projects through the private development of required transportation infrastructure, and where public 
investments are required, recover those costs from the proceeds of resource development. 

• Work with the Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority and other partners to coordinate 
funding and development opportunities for freight transportation facilities and supporting 
economic development. 

• Monitor and take all available actions for the continuation of the U.S. Postal Service bypass mail 
program. 
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Economic Vitality (2 of 2)
• Implement the freight rail policy and plan priorities established by the State Rail Plan.
• Review industrial and resource roads and alternative mechanisms to fund them. 
• Raise awareness of the Port of Alaska as a critical statewide, strategic freight asset.
• Support cooperative efforts between the Port of Alaska with ARRC as business partners.
• Raise awareness of the importance of air cargo movement on Alaska’s international and rural 

airport systems and its vital role in statewide economic growth and competitiveness.
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Discussion
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Resiliency
• Implement the strategies established in the Alaska Strategic Highway Safety Plan and subordinate 

safety plans. 
• Identify the facilities that present the greatest risks from lack of redundancy in Alaska’s primary 

transportation corridors and appropriate risk response strategies. 
• Address climate change resiliency in asset management plans, project identification, and prioritization 

within area, corridor and metropolitan plans. 
• Incorporate emergency freight management in Alaska’s emergency response plan. 
• Coordinate completion of road safety audits to correct safety problems on high-priority freight corridors.
• Evaluate at-grade rail crossings of state-owned assets and develop a prioritized list for their 

improvement either through new technologies, or grade separation.
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Discussion
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Alaska People Focus
• Coordinate with Boroughs, Cities, MPOs, and developers through the Driveway/Approach Road 

permitting process to encourage context-sensitive solutions for new freight-generating 
developments. Promote solutions that reduce impacts to neighboring, non-freight specific land uses 
(noise and light pollution, air quality impacts, aesthetics, etc.).  

• Construct separated active transportation facilities along major freight corridors that are also 
essential in connecting Alaskans with jobs and necessary services to offer safe, accessible mobility 
options for those without access to a private automobile.

• Develop freight-specific project prioritization criteria that promotes and enhances connectivity 
across all modes. 
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Discussion
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Coordination and Collaboration
• Maintain the Statewide Freight Advisory Committee comprised of public and private sector owners, 

operators, customers, and others.
• Work with representatives of the forthcoming Mat-Su MPO on planning practices related to long-range 

transportation planning and freight.
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Discussion
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Sustainable Funding
• Communicate the current and forecast levels of funding available for transportation and pursue increased 

transportation revenue.
• Advance regional funding approaches for major new construction and transit service needs identified in 

area and MPO plans.
• Pursue alternative project funding sources and mechanisms, including public-private partnerships.
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Discussion
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Performance-Based Decision Making (1 of 3) 
• Maintain and update Asset Management Plans for DOT&PF bridges and pavements. Support 

consistency in area plans to address overarching asset management plans. Collaborate on asset 
management planning with DOT Regions, MPOs, and other planning partners to inform planning 
and programming.

• Implement a formal and consistent process for linking the asset management plans for pavement, 
structures, vessels, airports, and where applicable, ancillary assets to capital project selection and 
scope. 

• Implement a formal and consistent process for linking asset management plans to DOT&PF’s 
capital improvement program and Statewide Transportation Improvement and Airport 
Improvement Program(s) development. 

• Strengthen analytical and reporting capabilities, including supporting data reliability and accessibility, 
to support asset management planning and federal reporting. 
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Performance-Based Decision Making (2 of 3) 

• Work toward coordination of maintenance activities and the timing of work performed through 
DOT&PF’s Capital Improvement Program process through incorporation of maintenance 
considerations in asset management plans. 

• Reduce the percentage of Interstate lane-miles in “poor” condition to a rate less than 10 percent.  
• Continue to prioritize reducing the number of “poor” bridges on Interstates and other routes that 

carry the most freight. Maintain at a rate below the MAP-21 target of 10 percent (by deck area).
• Implement the process and methods required for the early identification and evaluation of 

environmental outcomes in area and modal planning. 
• Monitor and regularly evaluate performance of the Alaska Transportation System in meeting 

freight demand as part of the statewide transportation planning process on an ongoing basis.
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Performance-Based Decision Making (3 of 3) 

• Establish a formal methodology to evaluate freight projects using cost-effectiveness as a key criterion 
and provide for consistent application in area and modal plans. 

• Maintain and report core freight-related multimodal performance measures to inform system 
expansion and upgrading decisions. Through the Freight Element, establish FAST-compliant highway 
metrics reflecting system performance, user experience, and other factors based on readily 
available information. Identify metrics for other freight modes that are available today or that could be 
developed in the future. 
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Discussion
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Transportation Innovation
• Implement and adapt to new technologies, such as Intelligent Transportation Systems, NextGen aviation 

technologies, and others, to improve asset utilization, system productivity, and reduce safety 
risks. 

• Work cooperatively with federal agencies and industry partners to support practical strategies that reduce 
fuel consumption and emissions from freight movement through a combination of improved 
logistics, higher efficiency, lower emission vehicles, and/or alternative fuels. 

• Support broader use of technologies in the truck freight network to improve routing, coordination, 
reliability, and overall system efficiency. 

• Support use of technology in improving safety and efficiency of freight movement, including traveler 
information to truckers, truck parking availability, and changing conditions.

• Serve as a strategic partner in research efforts on Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) and analyze the 
potential benefits to air cargo movement as well as small-scale deliveries in rural and remote communities. 
This includes the current effort underway by the FAA and University of Alaska – Fairbanks. 
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Discussion
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Management of the System (1 of 2)

• Focus surface transportation finance responsibilities on the Interstate, Non-Interstate National 
Highway System, Alaska Highway System, and other high-functional class routes. 

• Collaborate with MPOs and coordinate with their Intelligent Transportation Systems plans to 
establish regional approaches.

• Address prioritized truck bottlenecks through planning and programming.
• Develop a centralized data repository to inform freight planning.
• Coordinate with MPOs and boroughs on local bridge needs, particularly on critical first- and last-mile 

connectors.
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Management of the System (2 of 2)
• Consider the establishment of a Traffic Incident Management (TIM) Team to address how incidents 

are handled and examine ways to improve emergency response.
• Facilitate disaster/incident response planning between the Port of Alaska and private sector 

companies.
• Designate up to 122.22 miles of Critical Urban Freight Corridors (CUFCs) in coordination with the 

MPOs and up to 244.45 miles of Critical Rural Freight Corridors (CRFCs). 
• Continue to track and identify new critical freight corridors for possible addition to the system.  Create a 

special designation for proposed critical corridors to establish funding priority for these first- and last-
mile connections, regardless of Federal action. 
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Discussion



What’s Next
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Next STAC and FAC Meetings

August 2022:  LRTP & FP

46

• Follow-up FAC Meeting – October 13th

• Next STAC Meeting – October 21st



How to Reach Us

alaskamoves2050.com
Eric Taylor, DOT&PF Project Manager
eric.taylor@alaska.gov
907-465-8958

Wende Wilber, Consultant Project Manager, Kittelson & Associates, Inc.
wwilber@kittelson.com
907-903-8461

Holly Spoth-Torres, Public Involvement Lead, Huddle AK
holly@huddleak.com
907-223-0136
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